
Advanced Algebra                   Mrs. Dunphy 

September Challenge 

Instructions: When solving each problem you must show enough work to help me understand how you 

reached your solution. Then write 2-3 sentences justifying your answer.  

I can check your answers as needed during homework checks or morning tutoring. 

Your solutions and justifications should be turned in on a separate paper (graph paper preferred).  

This page is only meant for scratch work. 

 

1. On the first day of class, William’s Algebra 1 teacher agreed to assign no homework for a week to the 

first student to answer this question: There is a positive two-digit integer that is divisible by the sum of its 

digits and has exactly five factors. What is the sum of its factors? 

Note: Mrs. Dunphy has made no such promise  

 

 

 

 

 

2. At Roosevelt Middle School, half of the 472 enrolled students are taking algebra. One-fifth of the 

students not taking algebra are taking geometry, and each of the remaining students is taking pre-algebra. 

How many students enrolled at Roosevelt Middle School are taking pre-algebra? Express your answer to 

the nearest whole number. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What percent of the students enrolled at Roosevelt Middle School are currently taking geometry? 

 

 



4. In a dystopian world, your resistance group is humanity’s last hope. Unfortunately, you’ve all been 

captured by the tyrannical rulers and brought to the ancient colosseum for their deadly entertainment. 

Before you’re thrown into the dungeon, you see many numbered hallways leading outside. But each exit 

is blocked by an electric barrier with a combination keypad. You learn that one of you will be allowed to 

try to escape by passing a challenge while everyone else will be fed to the mutant salamanders the next 

morning. With her perfect logical reasoning, Zara is the obvious choice. You hand her a concealed audio 

transmitter so that the rest of you can listen along. As she walks down the hallway a voice announces that 

she must enter a code consisting of three positive whole numbers in ascending order, so the second 

number is greater than or equal to the first and the third is greater than or equal to the second. She may 

ask for up to three clues but if she makes a wrong guess or says anything else she will be thrown back 

into the dungeon.  

 First clue: the product of the three numbers is 36. 

 Second clue: the sum of the numbers is the same as the number of the hallway she entered.  

 If Zara could enter the passcode at this point she would but instead she asks for the third clue. 

 Third clue: the largest number appears only once in the combination. 

Moments later the buzz of the electric barrier stops for a few seconds and you realize that Zara has 

escaped. Unfortunately, her audio transmitter is no longer in range so that is all the information that you 

get. Can you find the solution? 

 


